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Abstract4

We present two new linear algorithms that perform unmixing in hyper-spectral5

images and then recognize their targets whose spectral signatures are given. The6

first algorithm is based on the ordered topology of spectral signatures. The second7

algorithm is based on a linear decomposition in each pixel’s neighborhood. The sought8

after target can occupy sub- or above pixel. These algorithms combine ideas from9

algebra and probability theories as well as statistical data mining. Experimental results10

demonstrate their robustness.11

1 Introduction12

1.1 Data representation and extraction of spectral information13

We assume that an hyper-spectral signature of a sought after material is given. In many14

applications, according to (Winter, 1999), a fundamental processing task is to automatically15

identify pixels whose spectra coincide with the given spectral shape (signature). This prob-16

lem raises the following issues: How the measured spectrum of a ground material is related17

to a given “pure” spectrum and how to compare between them to determine if they are the18

same? Spatial and spectral sampling produce a 3D data structure referred to as a data cube.19

Figure 1.1, taken from (Winter, 1999), shows an example of an hyper-spectral data cube.20
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Figure 1: Center: Data cube structure of an hyperspectral image. Left: A single pixel with

all its wavelengths also called multipixel. Right: The data cube is visualized as a stack of

images in a single spectral channel (wavelength).

The observed spectral radiance data, or the derived surface reflectance data, can be21

viewed as a scattering of points in a K-dimensional Euclidean space RK where K is the22

number of spectral bands (wavelengths). Each spectral band is assigned to one axis. All23

the axes are mutually orthogonal. Therefore, the spectrum of each pixel can be viewed24

as a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xK) where its Cartesian coordinates xi are either radiance or25

reflectance values at each spectral band. Since xi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , K, then the spectral26

vectors lie inside a positive cone in RK . Changes in the illumination level can change the27

length of the spectral vector but not its orientation, which is related to the shape of the28

spectrum. When targets are too small to be resolved spatially or when they are partially29

obscured or of an unknown shape, as shown in (Winter, 1999), then the detection has to30

rely on the available spectral information. Unfortunately, a perfect fixed spectrum for any31

given material does not exist.32

In agreement with (Winter, 1999), spectra of the same material are probably never iden-33

tical even in laboratory experiments. This is due to variations in the material surface. The34

variability amount is even more profound in remote sensing applications because of the vari-35

ations in atmospheric conditions, sensor noise, material composition, location, surrounding36

materials and other contributing factors. As a result, measured spectra, which correspond37

to pixels with the same surface type, exhibit an inherent spectral variability that prevents38

the characterization of homogeneous surface materials by unique spectral signatures.39

Another significant complication arises from the interplay between the spatial resolution40

of the sensor and the spatial variability present in the observed ground scene. According41
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to (Winter, 1999), a sensor integrates the radiance from all the materials within the ground42

surface that are “seen” by the sensor as a single image pixel. Therefore, depending on the43

spatial resolution of the sensor and the distribution of surface materials within each ground44

resolution cell, the result is a hyper-spectral data cube comprised of “pure” and “mixed”45

pixels, where a pure pixel contains a single surface material and a mixed pixel contains46

multiple (superposition of) materials.47

The most widely used spectral mixing model is the linear mixing model, which assumes48

that the observed reflectance spectrum of a given pixel is generated by a linear combination49

of a small number of unique constituent known as endmembers. This model is defined with50

constraints in the following way ((Winter, 1999)):51

x =
M∑

k=1

aksk+w = Sa+w,
M∑

k=1

ak = 1 additivity constraint, ak ≥ 0 positivity constraint

(1)

where s1, s2, . . . , sM are the M endmember spectra that assumed to be linearly independent,52

a1, a2, . . . , aM , are the corresponding abundances (cover material fractions), and w is an53

additive-noise vector.54

1.2 Outline of the algorithms to identify target with known spec-55

tra56

The new methods in this paper achieve targets identification with known spectra. Target57

identification in hyper-spectral has the following consecutive steps:58

1. Finding suspicious points: there are points whose spectra are different in any norm59

from the spectra of the points in its neighborhood;60

2. Extracting from the suspicious points the spectra of the independent components (un-61

mixing) where one of them is the target that its spectrum fits the given (sought after)62

spectrum.63

We assume that spectra of different materials are statistically dependent and the difference64

between them occurs from the behavior of the first and second derivatives in some sections65

in the spectrum. If they are statistically independent, then all the related work such as Max-66

imum Likelihood (ML) and Geometrical (MVT,PPI and N-FINDR), which are mentioned67

in section 2, work well.68
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The experiments in this papier were performed on three real hyper-spatial datasets titled:69

“desert”, “city” and “field” which were acquired by the Specim camera (http://www.specim.fi/,70

) on a plane. Their properties with a display of one waveband per dataset is given in Figs.71

2-472

Figure 2: The dataset “desert” is an hyper-spectral image of a desert place taken by airplane

flying 10,000 feet above sea level. The resolution is 1.3 meter/pixel, 286 × 2640 pixels per

waveband with 168 wavebands

Figure 3: The dataset “city” is an hyper-spectral image of a city taken by airplane flying

10,000 feet above sea level. The resolution is 1.5 meter/pixel, 294 × 501 pixels per waveband

with 28 wavebands
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Figure 4: The dataset “field” is an hyper-spectral image of a field taken by airplane flying

9,500 feet above sea level. The resolution is 1.2 meter/pixel, 286 × 300 pixels per waveband

with 50 wavebands

The paper has the following structure: Section 2 describes some of the main known73

unmixing methods. Section 3 presents an algorithm that identifies the target’s spectrum74

where the target occupies at least a whole pixel. This method assumes that the target’s75

spectrum is distorted by atmospheric conditions and noised. Section 4 presents an unmixing76

method that is based on neighborhood analysis of each pixel. This method can be used for77

detecting a subpixel target. This algorithm contains two parts. In the first part, suspicious78

points are discovered. The algorithm is based on the properties of neighborhood morphology79

and on the properties of Diffusion Maps (DM). The second part unmixes the suspicious point.80

It is based on a PCA of the linear span of the neighboring background spectra.81

2 Related work82

Linear approach: Under the linear mixing model, where the number of endmembers and83

their spectral signatures are known, hyper-spectral unmixing is a linear problem, which84

can be addressed, for example, by the ML setup (Settle, 1996) and by the constrained85

least squares approach (Chang, 2003). These methods do not supply sufficiently accu-86

rate estimates and do not reflect the physical behavior. Distinction between different87

material’s spectra is conditioned generally by the distinction in the behavior of the88
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first and second derivatives and not by a trend.89

Independent component analysis (ICA) is an unsupervised source separation process90

that finds a linear decomposition of the observed data yielding statistically indepen-91

dent components (Common, 1994; Hyvarinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001). It has been92

applied successfully to blind source separation, to feature extraction and to unsuper-93

vised recognition .94

If the mixture of hyper-spectral data is linear, then ICA is a possible tool to perform95

unmixing. For example, the application of ICA to hyper-spectral data was proposed in96

(Bayliss, Gualtieri, & Cromp, 1997), where the endmember signatures are treated as97

sources and the mixing matrix is composed by the abundance fractions - see (Botchko,98

Berina, Korotkaya, Parkkinen, & Jaaskelainen, 2003; Hyvarinen et al., 2001; Chiang,99

Chang, & Ginsberg, 2000; Keshava, Kerekes, Manolakis, & Shaw, 2000; Parra, Mueller,100

Spence, Ziehe, & Sajda, 2000; Tu, 2000), where the sources are the abundance fractions101

of each endmember. The first approach has two difficulties: 1. The number of samples102

is limited to the number of channels. 2. The process of pixel selection, which plays103

the role of mixed sources, is not straightforward. The second approach also faces104

difficulties since the sum of the abundance fractions is constant. This implies statistical105

dependency among abundances (i.e. among sources). This dependency violates a key106

assumption of ICA of having statistical source independency. The applicability of ICA107

to hyper-spectral images is thus compromised. In addition, hyper-spectral data are108

immersed in noise, which degrades the ICA performance. Independent factor analysis109

(IFA) (Attias, 1999; Moulines, Cardoso, & Gassiat, 1997) was introduced as a method110

for recovering independent hidden sources from their observed noisy mixtures. IFA111

implements two steps: 1. Source densities and noise covariance are estimated from the112

observed data by ML; 2. Sources are reconstructed by an optimal nonlinear estimator.113

Although IFA is a well suited technique to unmix independent sources under noisy114

observations, the dependency among abundance fractions in hyper-spectral imagery115

compromises, as in the ICA case, the IFA performance.116

The impact of source dependency on unmixing hyper-spectral data with ICA and IFA117

algorithms is investigated in (Nascimento & Bioucas-Dias, 2005a). It shows that these118

algorithms do not correctly unmix hyper-spectral data such that the unmixing matrix,119

which minimizes the mutual information, can be far from being true.120
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Geometric approach: Assuming a linear mixing scenario where each observed spectral121

vector is given by r = x+n=Mγa+n, γa = s, where r is an L-vector (L is the122

number of bands), M = [m1,m2, . . .mp] is the mixing matrix (mi denotes the ith123

endmember signature and p is the number of endmembers present in the sensed area),124

s
∆
= γa (γ is a scale factor that models illumination variability due to a surface to-125

pography), a = [a1, a2, . . . ap]T is the abundance vector that contains the fractions126

of each endmember ((·)T denotes a transposed vector) and n is the system’s addi-127

tive noise. Owing to physical constraints, abundance fractions are nonnegative and128

satisfy the so-called positivity constraint
∑p

k=1 ak = 1. Each pixel can be viewed129

as a vector in a L-dimensional Euclidean space, where each channel is assigned to one130

axis. Since the set {a ∈ Rp :
∑p

k=1 ak = 1, ak > 0 for all k} is a simplex, then the set131

Sx
∆
=
{
x ∈ RL : x = Ma,

∑p
k=1 ak = 1, ak > 0 for all k

}
is also a simplex whose132

vertices correspond to endmembers.133

Several approaches (Ifarraguerri & Chang, 1999),(Boardman, 1993) and (Craig, 1994)134

exploited this geometric feature of hyper-spectral mixtures. The minimum volume135

transform (MVT) algorithm (Craig, 1994) determines the simplex of a minimal volume136

that contains the data. The method presented in (Bateson, Asner, & Wessman, 2000)137

is also of MVT type, but by introducing the notion of bundles, it takes into account138

the endmember variability that is usually present in hyper-spectral mixtures.139

The MVT type approaches are complex from computational point of view. Usually,140

these algorithms first find the convex hull defined by the observed data and then fit141

a minimum volume simplex to it. Aiming at a lower computational complexity, some142

algorithms such as the pixel purity index (PPI) (Boardman, 1993) and the N-FINDR143

(Winter, 1999) still find the minimum volume simplex that contains the data cloud.144

They assume the presence of at least one pure pixel of each endmember in the data.145

This is a strong assumption that may not be true in general. In any case, these146

algorithms find the set of most of the pure pixels in the data.147

Extending subspace approach: A fast unmixing algorithm, termed vertex component148

analysis (VCA), is described in (Nascimento & Bioucas-Dias, 2005b). The algorithm149

is unsupervised and utilizes two facts: 1. The endmembers are the vertices of a simplex;150

2. The affine transformation of a simplex is also a simplex. It works with projected and151

unprojected data. As PPI and N-FINDR algorithms, VCA also assumes the presence152

of pure pixels in the data. The algorithm iteratively projects data onto a direction153
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orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the endmembers already detected. The new154

endmember’s signature corresponds to the extreme projection. The algorithm iterates155

until all the endmembers are exhausted. VCA performs much better than PPI and156

better than or comparable to N-FINDR. Yet, its computational complexity is between157

one and two orders of magnitude lower than N-FINDR.158

If the image is of size approximately 300× 2000 pixels, then this method, which builds159

linear span in each step, is too computational expansive. In addition, it relies on “pure”160

spectra which are not available all the time.161

2.1 Linear classification for threshold optimization162

According to (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000), a binary classification is frequently per-163

formed by using a real-valued function f : X ⊆ Rn → R in the following way: the input164

x = (x1, ..., xn)T is assigned to a positive class if f(x) ≥ 0, otherwise, to a negative class.165

We consider the case where f(x) is a linear function of x with the parameters w and b such166

that167

f(x) = 〈w · x〉+ b =
n∑

i=1

wixi + b (2)

where (w, b) ∈ Rn × R are the parameters that control the function. The decision rule is168

given by sgn(f(x)). w as assumed to be the weight vector and b is the threshold.169

Definition 2.1. ((Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000)) A training set is a collection of train-170

ing examples (data)171

S = ((x1, y1), ..., (xl, yl)) ⊆ (X × Y )l (3)

where l is the number of examples, X ⊆ Rn, Y = {−1, 1} is the output domain.172

The Rosenblatt’s Perseptron algorithm ((Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Burges, ),173

pages 12 and 8, respectively) creates an hyperplane 〈w ·x〉+ b = 0 with respect to a training174

set S. It creates the best linear separation between positive and negative examples via175

minimization of measurement function of “margin” distribution λi = yi(〈w, xi〉+ b). λi > 0176

that implies the correct classification for (xi, yi).177

The perceptron algorithm is guaranteed to converge only if the training data are linearly178

separable. A procedure that does not suffer from this limitation is the Linear Discriminant179

Analysis (LDA) via Fisher’s discriminant functional (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000).180

The aim is to find the hyperplane (w, b) on which the projection of the data is maximally181
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separated. The cost function (the Fisher’s function) to be optimized is:182

F =
m1 −m−1

σ2
1 + σ2

−1

(4)

where mi and σi are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the function output183

values Pi = {〈w · xj〉+ b : yj = i} for the two classes Pi, i = 1,−1.184

Definition 2.2. ((Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000)) The dataset S from Eq. 3 is lin-185

early separable if the hyperplane 〈w · x〉 + b = 0, which is obtained via the LDA algorithm186

((Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000)), correctly classifies the training data. It means that187

λi = yi(〈w, xi〉 + b) > 0, i = 1, . . . , l. In this case, b is the separation threshold. If λi < 0,188

then the dataset is linearly inseparable.189

Definition 2.3. The vector x ∈ Rn is isolated from the set P = {p1, ..., pk} ⊆ Rn if the190

training set S = ((x, 1), (p1,−1), ..., (pk,−1)) is linearly separable according to definition191

2.2. In this case, the absolute value of b is the separation threshold.192

Suppose that we have a set S = {x1, .., xn} of n samples. First, we want to partition193

the data into exactly two disjoint subsets S1 and S−1. Each subset represents a cluster.194

The solution is based on the K-means algorithm ((Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2000)). K-means195

maximizes the function J(e) where e is a partition. The value of J(e) depends on how the196

samples are grouped into clusters and on the number of clusters (see (Duda et al., 2000)),197

J(e) = tr(S−1
W SB) (5)

where SW =
∑l

i=1

∑
x∈Si

(x−mi)(x−mi)
T is an “within-cluster scatter matrix”((Duda et al.,198

2000)), l is the number of classes, Si are the classes and mi are the center of each class. SB199

is called “between-cluster scatter matrix”((Duda et al., 2000)), where SB =
∑l

i=1 ni(mi −200

m)(mi −m)T , ni is the cardinality of a class and m is the center for all the dataset.201

Definition 2.4. Let (w, b) be the best separation for the set S = {x1, ..., xn} ⊆ Rn via K-202

means and Fisher’s discriminant analyzes (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Burges, ).203

(w, b) is called the Fisher’s separation and b the Fisher’s threshold for the data P .204

When a dataset is separable? One criterion is whenm1−m−1 > max(diam(P1), diam(P−1)),205

where the notation in Eq. 4 is used. Another criterion is:206

Definition 2.5. ((Duda et al., 2000)) A dataset is separable if from Eq. 5, J(e1) < J(e2)207

where e1 is the partition and the number of classes is 1 and e2 is the best partition into two208

classes. If J(e1) ≥ (e2), then the dataset is inseparable and Fisher’s separation is incorrect.209
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3 Method I: Weak dependency recognition (WDR) of210

targets that occupy one or more pixels211

When a target occupies one or more pixels, the target’s spectrum can be recognized by212

comparing it with patterns from a given database of spectra. The process, which determines213

whether a given target’s spectrum and the spectrum of the current pixel are dependent, is214

described next.215

Definition 3.1. Two discrete functions Y1 and Y2 are weakly dependent if there exists a216

permutation σ of the coordinates that provides monotonic order for the values of σ(Y1) and217

σ(Y2).218

Let T be a given target’s spectrum and P is the pixel’s spectrum. We assume that the219

spectra of T and P are discrete vectors. In general, we assume that T and P are normalized220

and centralized. The following hypotheses are assumed:221

H0: T and P are weakly dependent.222

H1: T and P are not weakly dependent.223

3.1 Hypotheses check224

We find an orthogonal transformation Π that permutes the coordinates of T into a decreasing225

order. This permutation Π is applied to P and T . We get that P1 = Π(P ), T1 = Π(T ) where226

T1 is monotonic. If H0 holds, which means that T and P are weakly dependent, then the227

values of P1 are either monotonic decreasing or increasing and the first and second derivatives228

of P1 are close to zero - see Fig. 5 (left). Otherwise, H1 holds and P1 has an oscillatory229

behavior - see Fig. 5 (right). In addition, P1 has a subset of coordinates whose first and230

second derivatives have an oscillatory behavior - see Fig. 5 (right).231
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Figure 5: The x- and the y-axes are the wavebands and their values, respectively. The

spectra are represented after the application of the permutation to the coordinates, which

permutes T into a monotonic deceasing order. Left: Weak dependency between T and P .

Right: No weak dependency between T and P .

If the permutation of the coordinates of P provides that their values are either decreasing232

or increasing monotonically, then the first and second derivatives of P have a minimal norm.233

This is another criterion for deciding who has weak dependency.234

Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn. The norm is defined as ‖x‖∞ = maxi(|xi|).235

Definition 3.2. Let π be an orthogonal transformation that permutes the coordinates of236

T into a decreasing order. Denote the second derivative of a vector X by X2. Define the237

mapping Ω : Rn → R+ such that Ω(X) = ‖(π(X))2‖∞.238

Let {X1, . . . , Xω} be a dataset of spectra from all the pixels in the scene. Denote Yi =239

Ω(Xi). The dataset {Y1, . . . , Yω} can be classified as:240

1. The set {Y1, . . . , Yω} is separable according to definition 2.5.241

2. The set {Y1, . . . , Yω} is inseparable according to definition 2.5.242

In the first case, (w, b) is the best separation for the set S = {Y1, . . . , Yω} ⊆ R+ according243

to definition 2.4 and b is the Fisher’s threshold for this separation. Then, the set {i|Yi < b}244

is the set of targets. In the other case, there are no targets in the scene.245

3.2 Experimental results246

Figures 6-8 display the results after the application of the algorithm in section 3.1 to the247

“desert” image (Fig. 2).248
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Figure 6: Left: One wavelength part from the original “desert” image (Fig. 2). Right:

The white points mark the detected targets. The intensity of each pixel in the right side

corresponds to the value −Ω(X) where X is the spectrum in the current pixel.

Figure 7: Left: One wavelength part from the original “desert” image (Fig. 2). Right:

The white points mark the detected targets. The intensity of each pixel in the right side

corresponds to the value −Ω(X) where X is spectrum in the current pixel.
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Figure 8: Left: One wavelength part from the original “desert” image (Fig. 2). Right:

The white points mark the detected targets. The intensity of each pixel in the right side

corresponds to the value −Ω(X) where X is the spectrum in the current pixel.

The desert image contains documented targets. The detection of the suspicious points249

in Figs. 6-8 match exactly the known targets.250

The point P1 In Fig. 8 is the pattern of the known target’s material. Its spectrum is251

displayed in Fig. 9 as a plot of the “target”. Other spectra plots, which were detected by the252

WDR algorithm in the scenes of Figs. 6-8, are classified as “spectra of suspicious points”.253

Figure 9: Comparison between the target’s spectrum and the suspicious points’ spectra in

Figs. 6-8. The x- and the y-axes are the wavebands and their values, respectively.
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4 Method II: Unmixing by examining the neighbor-254

hood of a suspicious point (UNSP)255

In this section, we provide an algorithm that detects subpixel targets.256

The idea of the algorithm is close to (Chang, Zhao, Althouse, & Pan, 1998; Harsanyi &257

Chang, 1994). But in contrast to them, we construct a different projection. They project the258

data into linear subspace of the known targets. Our mapping projects the dataset into an259

orthogonal complement of the background of each pixel. The local model of the background260

is based on the morphological structure of the pixel’s neighborhood. This yields better261

anomaly (suspicious point) detection.262

The UNSP algorithm introduces the parameter m which is the neighborhood size that263

we use for processing. For ease of notation, a square of m = 2m1 +1 pixels on each side with264

a center at the pixel X is called the m-neighborhood of the pixel X, denoted by Ωm(X),265

where m1 is the radius of this neighborhood as displayed in Fig. 10.266

Figure 10: The m-neighborhood of the pixel X denoted by Ωm(X)

A connected component is a set of pixels in which any two pixels are connected to each267

other. This connection means that there exists a path between two pixels. The path is268

a sequence of pixels such that for each of its pixels the next pixel is adjacent to it either269

horizontally or vertically as we see in Fig. 11.270
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Figure 11: The morphological structure of the neighborhood is represented by three con-

nected components

Consider the spectra from different materials which are present in a hyper-spectral image.271

In real situations, usually there is high correlation between these spectra. For example, Fig.272

12 displays spectra from three different materials.273

Figure 12: Spectra of three different materials

To reduce the correlation between spectra, we use the first derivatives of the spectra.274

We denote the first derivative of a spectrum of the pixel X by d(X) and it is called the275

d-spectrum of the pixel X.276

We assume that the pixels, which contain a target (as a subpixel or as a whole pixel),277

represent one connected component that occupies less than half of the m-neighborhood of278

some pixel. T is the given target’s spectrum.279
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The UNSP algorithm has two steps: Detection of suspicious points and extraction of the280

target spectrum from the suspicious point (unmixing).281

4.1 The morphology-filter: Detection of suspicious points via neigh-282

borhood morphology283

The following hypotheses are assumed:284

H0: Y is a suspicious point.285

H1: Y is not a suspicious point.286

Hypotheses check: The indices of Ωm(Y ) are constructed in the following way. A pixel287

located in row i and column j is denoted by pij, i, j = 1, . . . ,m - see Fig. 13. For example,288

the central pixel is Y = pm1+1m1+1 where m1 is the radius of the neighborhood.289

Figure 13: The indices of a pixel

Denote by S = {pij}i,j=1,...,m the set of multipixels (multipixel means all the wavelengths290

that belong to one pixel) in the current neighborhood. Consider the mapping Ω : S → R291

such that Ω(pij) = corr(d(pij), d(Y )) where corr(d(pij), d(Y )) is the correlation coefficient292

between the vectors d(pij) and d(Y ). Denote Ŝ = Ω(S) = {Ω(pij)}i,j=1,...,m ⊆ [−1, 1]. The293

set Ŝ can be in one of two cases:294

1. Ŝ is inseparable according to definition 2.5. This means that the pixels, which are295

correlated with the target, are inseparable from the other pixels.296

2. Ŝ is separable according to definition 2.5. This means that the pixels, which are297

correlated with the target, are separated from the other pixels.298
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If we are in case 1, then Y is not a suspicious point. If we are in case 2, assume that Ψ is the299

first cluster closest to 1. According to definition 2.4, (w, b) provides the best separation. It300

separates the set Ψ from the other points where b is the Fisher’s threshold for this separation.301

Then, Ψ can be represented as Ψ = {pij|corr(d(pij), d(Y )) > b}.302

If the set Ψ represents two or more connected components, then Y is also not a suspicious303

point. If Y /∈ Ψ, then Y is not a suspicious point also. Therefore, H1 holds. In other words,304

if Y is a suspicious point, then Ψ is a set of pixels that intersects with the target and this305

set of correlated points is concentrated around the central point Y . Here and below, we306

assume that a correlated point is a pixel whose d-spectrum and d(Y ) are correlated with the307

correlated coefficient that is greater than Fisher’s threshold b.308

Let N1 be the neighborhood Ωm−2(Y ). N1 is called the internal square. Let N2 =309

Ωm(Y ) \N1. N2 is called the external square. They are visualized in Fig. 14.310

Figure 14: N1 is the internal square and N2 is the external square

Assume that ∆ is the set of all pixels pij, which are bounded by the external square with311

correlation coefficients corr(d(pij), d(Y )), which associated with the current neighborhood,312

that are less than the Fisher’s threshold b. Each pixel in ∆ is treated as a vector where313

its entries are spread all over the wavelengths. This pixel is also called multipixel. The314

d-spectra of this vector is denoted by vs where s is one of the (i, j) ∈ ∆. The set of all these315

vectors is denoted by V . This is the set of all the d-spectra that belong to ∆. If |∆| = s316

then V = {v1, . . . , vs}.317

In order to derive the d-spectrum of some material in a central pixel, the background318

around the central pixel has to be removed. For that, we construct an orthogonal projection319

ρ, which projects all the d-spectra onto the orthocomplement of the linear span where the320

background of the d-spectra is located. If the d-spectrum of the central pixel d(Y ) does321
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not belong to this linear span, then this projection extracts an orthogonal component of322

d(Y ) which is not mixed with the background of the d-spectrum. For example, if d(Y ) =323

d1 + d2 where d1 belongs to the linear span generated by the background of the d-spectrum324

and d2 belongs to the orthocomplement of this span. Then, after projection we obtain325

ρ(d(Y )) = ρ(d2) which does not correlate with the background of the d-spectrum. Hence,326

the background influence is removed by this projection.327

Now, we formalize the above. Assume the matrix E is associated with the vectors328

v1, . . . , vs where E(i, j) = vi · vj, (i, j) ∈ ∆. Assume that Te is Fisher’s threshold, which329

separates between the big and small absolute values of eigenvalues of the matrix E. In some330

cases, Te can separate between zero and nonzero eigenvalues. The eigenvectors associated331

with the eigenvalues, which are smaller than Te, generate the eigensubspace, which is the332

orthocomplement of the linear span of the principal directions of the set V . Denote this333

orthocomplement by C.334

Throughout this paper, we assume that in our model the spectrum of any pixel X consists335

of three components:336

1. The spectrum of the material M is different from its background;337

2. The spectrum of the background was generated from a linear combination of spectra338

of pixels from the X-neighborhood;339

3. Random noise is present.340

The same model is true for the d-spectra P ′ = τM ′+L(v1, ..., vs) +N , where P ′ = d(Y ),341

M ′ is the d-spectrum of the material M , τ ∈ [0, 1] is the portion of the material M in Y , N342

is a random noise and L(v1, ..., vs) is a linear combination of the vectors v1, ..., vs.343

If the correlated points concentrate around Y , then these points consist of the same344

material as Y . If the uncorrelated points do not contain this material then they belong to345

the background.346

Consider the orthogonal projection operator ρ. This operator projects vectors onto the347

orthocomplement C. The vector ρ(L(v1, ..., vs)) is approximated to be a zero vector. Thus,348

this orthogonal projection removes from the d-spectrum of d(Y ) the influence of the back-349

ground.350

Let T ′ be the given d-spectrum of the target. If the correlation coefficient of ρ(P ′) and351

ρ(T ′) is greater than the correlation coefficient of P ′ and T ′, then Y is a suspicious point,352

M is a target, T ′ = M ′ and H0 holds.353
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4.2 Detection of outliers within a single testing cube354

In section 4.1, we presented how to detect suspicious points. There is another way to do355

it. An alternative detection method uses dimensionality reduction by Principal Component356

Analysis (PCA) and a nearest-neighbor scheme. Assume, we are given a data cube D of size357

X × Y × Z, where X and Y are spatial dimensions and Z is the wavebands. We define a358

small testing cube d of size v×h×Z, v � X, h� Y which is included in the hyper-spectral359

data cube D.360

4.2.1 Dimensionality reduction361

Assume that a moving testing cube d, pointed by the arrows in Fig. 15, is moving by ironing362

each time a different fragment in the data cube D, described in Fig. 3. Section 4.3 describes363

in details how the testing cube d moves.364

Figure 15: An urban scene of size 294 × 501 (from the “city” in Fig. 3) with different

locations of the moving testing cube d. The arrows point to these locations

The testing cube d contains N = v h multipixels each of which comprises Z wavebands.365

Typically, v and h are in the range 30÷ 50, Z is in the range 30÷ 100, Y ≈ 290. Thus, each366

of the N data points is a vector mi, i = 1, ..., N, of length Z. We arrange these data points367
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into a matrix M of size N × Z.368

The next step applies the PCA algorithm to the matrix M. It reduces the dimensionality369

of the data vectors by projecting them into the main eigenvectors of the covariance matrix370

of the data M. This projection reveals the geometrical structure of the data and facilitates a371

search for singular (abnormal) data points. The data matrix M of size N×Z is mapped onto372

the principal components (PC) of the matrix P of size N ×R, R� Z. Typically, R in the373

range 3÷5, which is determined by the magnitudes of the corresponding eigenvalues. Figure374

16 displays three principal components of the data from four positions of the moving testing375

cube. These are the projections onto three major eigenvectors of the covariance matrices.376

Figure 16: Three principal components of the data from different positions of the testing

cube on the image in Fig. 3

377

We observe that the overwhelming majority of the projected data points form a dense cloud378

while a few outliers present. It can be a single point, which lies far away from the rest of379
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points or, more frequently, there exists a small group of points, which are located close to380

each other but far away from the major cloud. This reflects the situation when an optional381

target can occupy the area of size from one to several pixels (or even a subpixel). These382

single or grouped outliers are detected as explained in section 4.2.2.383

4.2.2 Detection of grouped outliers384

Assume we are looking for groups of outliers that consist of no more than K members. It is385

done by the following steps:386

1. For each row ri, i = 1, ..., N , of the PC matrix P, calculate its Euclidean distances

di,j = ‖ri − rj‖ to all other rows and sort them in ascending order di,j 7→ si,j. Thus,

si,1 = di,ji,1
≤ si,2 = di,ji,2

≤ ... ≤ si,N−1 = di,ji,N−1
.

2. Form the matrix S = {si,j} , i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, ..., N − 1, of the sorted distances and387

the matrix J = {ji,k} , i = 1, ..., N, k = 1, ..., N − 1, of the corresponding indices.388

3. For each row ri, i = 1, ..., N , determine its K nearest neighbors. For this, take the first389

K columns {ji,1, ji,2, ..., ji,K} , i = 1, ..., N , of the index matrix J. The corresponding390

distances are presented in the K first columns {si,1, si,2, ..., si,K} , i = 1, ..., N , of the391

matrix S. Thus, we have the nearest neighbor index JK and the distances matrices SK392

where both are of size N ×K. First, the simplest case K = 2, which means that we393

are looking for groups of outliers consisting of no more than two points, is handled.394

4. Assume that µ2 = maxi si,2 is achieved by i = i2. It means that the distance to the395

second in order for the nearest neighbor of the i2-th data point pi2 is the largest among396

the distances to their second nearest neighbors of all the data points. Restore the397

coordinates x2 and y2 of the data point pi2 (multipixel mi2) in the data cube D. Store398

the point P2(x2, y2).399

5. Find maxi si,1. Two alternatives are possible:400

(a) P2 is an isolated outlier. It takes place when the maximum µ1 = maxi si,1 is401

achieved by i = i2. It means that the distances from the point P2 to its first two402

nearest neighbors is greater than the respective distances of all the other points.403

(b) However, it may happen that some point lies close to P2 while all the others are far404

apart. It can be interpreted as a pairwise outlier. An indicator of this situation is405
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the fact that the maximum µ1 = maxi si,1 is achieved by i = ĩ1 6= i2. In this case,406

we add the point P1(x1, y1) closest to the point P2(x2, y2) and regard {P1, P2} as407

a pairwise outlier. The index of the point P1(x1, y1) is i1 = ji2,1.408

6. While looking for grouped outliers that may contain up to K > 2 members, we find409

i = iK , such that µK = maxi si,K is achieved by i = iK . Restore the coordinates xK410

and yK of the data point piK (multipixel miK ) in the data cube D. Store the point411

PK(xK , yK).412

7. Find the maximal values in the first K − 1 columns µk = maxi si,k, k = 1, ..., K − 1 of413

the distance matrix S. The following alternatives are possible:414

(a) PK is an isolated outlier. It takes place when all the maxima µk, k = 1, ..., K−1,415

are achieved by i = iK . It means that the distances from the point PK to its first416

K-1 nearest neighbors are greater than the respective distances for all the other417

points.418

(b) Grouped outliers arrive when all the maxima µk, k = 2, ..., K − 1, except µ1 are419

achieved by i = iK . In this case, we add the point P1(x1, y1) that is the closest to420

the point P2(x2, y2) and regard {P1, P2} as a pairwise outlier. The index of the421

point P1(x1, y1) is i1 = ji2,1.422

(c) If the maxima in the columns µk, k = L + 1, ..., K − 1, L > 1, are achieved423

by i = iK , while µL is achieved by some other ĩ 6= iK , then we have grouped424

outliers. These outliers {P1, ..., PL, PK} consist of the point PK and of the L points425

closest to PK . The indices of the points {P1, ..., PL} are i1 = jiK ,1, ..., i1 = jiK ,L,426

respectively.427

We emphasize that, once the upper limit K is given, the number L+ 1 of group members is428

determined automatically depending on the data within the moving testing cube d. Figure 17429

illustrates the grouped detected outliers in the 3-dimensional space of principal components430

of the data from four positions of the moving testing cube.431
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Figure 17: Detection of the grouped outliers in the principal components of the data from

different positions of the moving testing cube.

432

4.3 Detection of singular points within the whole data cube433

In section 4.2.2, we described how to find a group of data points (multipixels) within one434

moving testing cube, whose geometry differs from the geometry of the majority of the data435

points. Let Λ1 =
{
P 1

1 , ..., P
1
L1

}
be the list of such data points in the moving testing cube436

d1 of size v × h × Z located in the upper left corner of the data cube D as illustrated by437

the arrow in Fig. 15. The next testing cube d2 is obtained by a right shift by η ≈ h/4 of438

d1. Let Λ2 =
{
P 2

1 , ..., P
2
L2

}
be the list of outliers in the cube d2. Append the list Λ2 to Λ1.439

Because of the vast overlap between the cubes d2 and d1, some outliers data points can be440

common for the lists Λ2 and Λ1. In the united list, these points gain the weight 2. The next441

right shift produces the moving testing cube d3 whose outliers list Λ3 is appended to the442

combined list Λ1
⋃

Λ2. Again, the common gain weights. We proceed with the right shifts443
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till the right edge of the data cube D. Then, the testing cube slides down by ν ≈ v/4 and444

starts η-shifts to the left and so on. As a result, we get a combined list Λ = Λ1
⋃

Λ2...ΛR
445

of outliers, where R is the number of jumps of the testing cube d within the data cube D.446

Figure 15 illustrates a route of the cube d on the data cube D .447

It is important that each point Pi in the list Λ is supplied with the weight wi, which can448

range from 1 to more than 40. The weight wi can serve as a measure of singularity for the449

point Pi. A large weight wi reflects the fact that the point Pi is singular for a big number of450

overlapping testing cubes. Thus, it can be regarded as a strong singular point for the data451

cube D and vice versa. Figure 18 illustrates the distribution of the weighted singular points452

around the data cube DU of size 500× 294× 64 from the urban scene displayed in Fig. 15453

whose source is Fig. 3.454

Figure 18: Distribution of weighted singular points around the data cube DU . Left: all

singular points. Right: singular points whose weight exceed 12.

455

4.3.1 Examples of detected singular points456

We applied the above algorithm to find singular points in different data cubes. The following457

figures display a few singular points detected in the data cube DU .458
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Figure 19: A group of singular points centered around the point P (329, 85). Left: Vicinity

of the point P. Right: Spectra of the multipixels at the point P (399, 85) and the surrounding

points. Weight of the data point P is 19.

459

Figure 20: A strong singular point P (352, 90). Left: Vicinity of the point P. Right: Spectra

of the multipixels at the point P (352, 90) and the surrounding points. Weight of the data

point P is 32.

460
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Figure 21: A strong singular point P (117, 182). Left: Vicinity of the point P. Right: Spectra

of the multipixels at the point P (117182) and the surrounding points. Weight of the data

point P is 32.

461

By comparing between Figs. 21 and 20 we observe that spectra of singular multipixels462

located at points P (117182) and P (352, 90) are similar to each other. Supposedly, they463

correspond to the same material. A different singular multipixel is displayed in Fig. 22.464

Figure 22: A singular point P (242, 202). Left: Vicinity of the point P. Right: Spectra of the

multipixels at the point P (242, 202) and the surrounding points. Weight of the data point

P is 32.

465
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4.4 Extraction of the target’s spectrum from a suspicious point466

Let Y be a suspicious point and let T be the given target’s spectrum. What portion of the467

target is contained in Y ?468

We consider a simplified version of Eq. 1 via the definition of a simple mixing model that469

describes the relation between a target and its background. Assume P is a pixel of mixed470

spectrum (a spectrum that contains background influence and the target) and T is the given471

target’s spectrum. Consider three spectra: a background average spectrum B =
∑M

k=1 akBk,472

a mixed pixel spectrum (spectrum of a suspicious point) P and a target spectrum T . They473

are related by the following model474

P = tB + (1− t)T = t
M∑

k=1

ckBk + (1− t)T (6)

which is a modified version of Eq. 1, where a1 = t and s1 = T, t ∈ R, t ∈ (0, 1). All of {Bk}475

was taken from the neighborhood pixel. Therefore, all of them are close to each other and476

have a similar feature.477

We are given the target’s spectrum T and the mixed pixel spectrum P . Our goal is478

to estimate t denoted by t̂, which will satisfy Eq. 6 provided that B and T have some479

independent features. Once t̂ is found, the estimate of the unknown background spectrum480

B, denoted by B̂, can be calculated as B̂ = (P − t̂T )/(1− t̂). Estimating the parameter t in481

Eq. 6 is called the linear unmixing.482

In Step 2 in section 4.1, we calculated the following: V is the d-spectra set that is483

uncorrelated with d(Y ) pixels from the m-neighborhood of Y and ρ is the projection operator484

onto the orthocomplement of the linear span of V . Let P2 = ρ(d(Y )), T2 = ρ(d(T )), then485

P2 = t′T2 + N where t′ is an unknown parameter, N is a random noise that is independent486

of T2. The parameter t′ ∈ [0, 1] is estimated as the maximum of the independency between487

the two d-spectra T2 and P2 − t′T2.488

The fact that two vectorsX1 andX2 are independent is equivalent to corr(ϕ(X1), ϕ(X2)) =489

0 for any analytical function ϕ ((Hyvarinen et al., 2001)). An analytical function can490

be represented as the Taylor expansion of its argument’s degrees. Then, the condition491

corr(ϕ(X1), ϕ(X2)) = 0 equals to corr((X1)n, (X2)n) = 0 for any positive integer n where n492

denotes a power. In our algorithm, we limit ourself to n = {1, 2, 3, 4}. From the indepen-493

dency criterion bteween two vectors X1 and X2, we can have494

f = |corr(X1, X2)|+ |corr((X1)2, (X2)2)|+ |corr((X1)3, (X2)3)|+ |corr((X1)4, (X2)4)| (7)
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which equals to zero in case X1 and X2 are independent.495

If t′ is estimated, then P = t′T +B where P is the spectrum of the suspicious point and496

B is a mix of the background’s spectrum from the neighborhood that is affected by noise.497

4.5 Experimental results498

In this section, we consider two scenes “field” and “city” that contain the subpixel’s targets.499

As a first step, we find all the suspicious points via the application of anomaly detection500

process (section 4.2). The next step checks the anomaly by the “morphology-filter” which501

was described in section 4.1. If the pixel is passed via the application of the “morphology-502

filter”, then the target is present in it.503

Figures. 23 and 24 present the outputs from the application of the “morphology-filter”504

algorithm to two different hyper-spectral scenarios.505

Figure 23: Left: The source image (Fig. 3). Right: The white points are the suspicious

points in the neighborhood with diameter m = 10
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Figure 24: Left: The source image (Fig. 4). Right: The white points are the suspicious

points in the neighborhood with diameter m = 10

In Figs. 25 and 26, the x- and y- axes are the wavebands and their values, respectively.506

The white points in Figs. 23 and 24 are the anomalies that contain the known target. The507

next step performs the unmixing procedure. The unmixing estimates the parameter t from508

Eq. 6 which means that this is a portion from the target that is present in the current509

suspicious pixel. The estimation of t is done via minimization of the functional f in Eq. 7510

for a pair of vectors T2 and P2 − t′T2 using the notations in section 4.4. Now we present an511

unmixing example in a pair of singular points detected as anomalies by the application of512

the “morphology-filter”(section 4.1).513
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Figure 25: The result from the application of the UNSP unmixing algorithm to the suspicious

point in Fig. 23. This suspicious point is decomposed into target and background spectral

portions.

Figure 26: The result from the application of the UNSP unmixing algorithm to the suspicious

point in Fig. 24. This suspicious point is decomposed into target and background spectral

portions.

Conclusions514

We presented two algorithms for linear unmixing. The first algorithm (titled WDR) works515

well but does not detect sub-pixel targets. The second algorithm (titled UNSP) works well for516
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detection of subpixels targets but it is computational expensive due to the need to search for517

the spectral decomposition in each pixel’s neighborhood by moving the “morphology-filer”.518

In a future research, we plan to add to these algorithms a classification method with machine519

learning methodologies to separate between the background and the targets’ spectra.520
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